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Tom Newmaster
principal and owner of Force Pkg.
What are the top branding and marketing challenges
facing the legalized cannabis market?
The biggest challenge right now is regulatory. In the
U.S., where cannabis is being legalized on a state-bystate basis, brands must be rigorous in how they communicate on pack. For instance, there are state and FDA
regulations, child resistant provisions, as well as THC
and CBD ingredient disclosures. Labeling laws are the
biggest hurdles, particularly since they are different in
different states and are periodically updated.
Here’s a sobering insight from Forbes: “Federal law
prohibits legal cannabis companies from writing off
business expenses like advertising and rent, so entrepreneurs in the industry need to be frugal and effective
with the money they spend.” It’s not just that you have
to pay attention to regulations and stand out on shelf;
you need to know what you’re getting into. There’s the
extra hurdle you face of being particularly wise with
your marketing dollars.
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The second major challenge for marketers is

It’s important to note that an omni-channel

pretty obvious: you’re stepping into the un-

marketing approach is not feasible right now for

known. People call cannabis a product category,

cannabis products. State and federal regula-

but it’s really a new layer that can be a part

tions won’t allow it, so you are often left with

of every consumable. Think about it; cannabis

the packaging itself to communicate your story.

is now found in confectionaries, beverages,

Plus, you need to market to the budtenders in

edibles, skin-care products, pharmaceuticals,

the dispensaries so that they will promote your

sprays. The uses are limitless. How long before

brand.

we see organic cannabis-infused fruits or vegetables? Or how about lip balms? Marketers need

How are marketers and branding professionals

to start thinking now about how to incorporate

capitalizing on opportunities in the legalized

such possibilities into their business plans.

cannabis market?
They’re bringing their experience and expertise

The third challenge is this: cannabis brands have

to this multilayered category, making it better

to answer the same questions as any consumer

and smarter. They’ll bring all their experience

product. What’s our value proposition? How

from other industries to the fore.

will we position our brand against competitors?
What’s our brand differentiator? How are we

We already see celebrities like Snoop Dog and

going to stand out on shelf? What’s our pricing

Whoopie Goldberg establishing brands. This is

strategy? Answers will differ based on whether

a no-brainer; they are simply leveraging their

your product line is medicinal or recreational. If

own fame and fan base. It gets trickier when

you are offering both, you’ll need brand posi-

you mix cannabis with an established consumer

tioning, messaging and packaging strategies for
each product category.
How do the challenges facing the legalized
cannabis market relate to those faced by
marketers in other verticals?
It’s instructive to look at other industries. Craft
beer is a great example. It took on the legacy
brands on a state-by-state basis. Craft beers
can use claims like “sourced locally,” and the
brands lend themselves nicely to family-brewed
stories. There are also popular craft wines such
as 19 Crimes. The brand features historical
outlaws who were banished from England to
a penal colony now known as Australia. The
brand uses embedded bar codes on the label to

New markets
often benefit
from the
wisdom and
data compiled
by more
traditional
brand
categories.

brand, such as Coca-Cola, Heineken or Nestle.
Some will be able to offer a CBD/THC version
of their products, and some will have to launch
new brands. The question is how to judge which
segment of your market you could lose based
on this decision.
New markets often benefit from the wisdom
and data compiled by more traditional brand
categories. In the early days of the Web, one
way to get a lift was to integrate old-school
practices such as deadline dates and special
offers, even to the point of simulating printed
envelopes that opened at the click of a mouse.
Legal cannabis will benefit from everything
from positioning strategies to celebrity en-

enable a smart phone user to scan and watch

dorsements. There are no best practices yet

the criminal tell his story.

established; it’s up to us to design them. x
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